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Abstract. Nowadays, one of the major paradigms of distributed pro-
cessing is SOA. To improve the reliability of SOA-based systems, a Re-
ServE service that ensures recovery of consistent processing state, has
been proposed. ReServE introduces a high overhead during failure-free
computing. Thus, in this paper we propose relaxed recovery consistency
models that allow optimization of rollback-recovery in SOA. We propose
their formal definitions, and discuss the conditions under which these
models are provided by ReServE.
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1 Introduction

In the recent years, the rapid growth of development and deployment of service-
oriented systems (SOA) has been observed [8]. Although SOA-based systems
have many advantages, they are also highly error-prone. Failures of SOA com-
ponents, lead to limitations in the availability of services, affecting the reliability
of the whole system. Such a situation is highly undesirable from the viewpoint
of SOA clients, who expect that provided services are reliable and available. To
improve reliability of SOA-based systems and applications, different approaches
may be applied. Among them are: replication, transaction-based forward recov-
ery (which requires the user to explicitly declare compensation actions), and the
rollback-recovery checkpoint-based approach [5].

In many existing SOA systems, in case of service failure, the compensation
procedure is often applied to withdraw the effects of the performed request [2,9].
However, there are situations, when compensation procedure is either impossi-
ble, or it can be prohibitively expensive. In such situations, the rollback-recovery
approach [6], known from the general distributed systems can be applied. Un-
fortunately, the rollback-recovery techniques for general distributed systems do
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not into account specific properties of SOA systems, among which are: the au-
tonomy of nodes, loose-coupling, heterogeneous nature of the environment, the
dynamic nature and the longevity of interactions, and the inherent constant in-
teraction with the outside world. As a consequence, web services should not be
forced to take a checkpoint or to roll back in case of the fault-free execution.
They can also refuse to inform other services on checkpoints they have taken.
Therefore, there is a need for rollback-recovery mechanisms specially tailored for
SOA architectures.

Responding to this need, we proposed ReServE (Reliable Service Environ-
ment), which aims in increasing the SOA fault-tolerance [3,4]. ReServE while
preserving services autonomy, ensures at the same time that in the case of failure
of one or more system components (i.e. web services or their clients), a coher-
ent state of distributed processing is recovered. ReServE focuses on seeking
automated mechanisms that do not require the user intervention in the case of
failures, and are other than transactions or replication. The proposed service can
be used in any SOA environment, though it is particularly well-suited for the pro-
cessing which does not have the transactional character, and for the applications
that do not use the business process engines with internal fault-tolerance mech-
anisms (e.g. BPEL). It also respects the independence of the service providers,
allowing them to implement their own fault-tolerant policies.

ReServE guarantees that the recovered execution is perceived by all partic-
ipants of the processing in a consistent manner. Since, according to our best
knowledge, the notion of a consistent recovery state has not been clearly de-
fined and formalized in the context of the SOA, during recovery we followed
the intuitive approach, by which the recovered state is said to be consistent,
if it reflects the observable behavior of the system before the failure. In this
paper, we clearly define and formalize the notion of a strict SOA-based recov-
ery consistency model, implemented in ReServE until now. Because providing
such a strict recovery consistency introduces a large overhead during the failure-
free computing, we discuss under which conditions a strict recovery consistency
can be relaxed. Consequently, we propose formal definitions of relaxed recovery
consistency models that allow the recovered service state to differ from the one
before the time of failure. We also determine which interactions (and in which or-
der) have to be recovered by ReServE service, to ensure the continuation of the
processing consistent accordingly to the proposed relaxed recovery consistency
models.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents system model
and basic definitions. Section 3 describes the general idea of ReServE, which
summarizes already presented service, and is included in order to make a pa-
per self-contained. The main contribution of this paper is contained in Sections
4 and 5, where the formal definition of strict consistency model is presented,
and relaxed recovery consistency models are proposed. Next, in Section 6 it
is analyzed how the proposed recovery consistency models are realized within
ReServE service. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
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2 System Model and Basic Assumptions

Throughout this paper, SOA system model is considered. We focus on REST-
ful web services [10], exposed as sets of resources, and identified by a uniform
resource identifier (URI) mechanism. Resources can be characterized as a set
of data items, which may be simple variables, files, objects of object-oriented
programming language, etc. A client may interact with such services employing
the HTTP protocol operations, with their customary interpretation. Services
are published by service providers Sk ∈ S and accessed by service consumers
(clients) Ci ∈ C. The basic interaction between a client and a service consists
of service invocation (an event at the client side), and its execution (an event
at the server side). The code to be executed, i.e. the implementation of ser-
vice functionality is termed a method. Invocations and executions correspond
to communication events at the protocol level. Invocation starts with sending
a request message from a client to a server, and matching receipt at the server
side. Execution finishes with a reply message sent from the server to the client.
The receipt of the reply completes the invocation. The sequence of interactions
between clients and web services will be called a business process. Both clients
and services are piece-wise deterministic. Services can concurrently process only
such requests that do not require access to the same or interacting resources.
Otherwise, the existence of a mechanism serializing access to resources, which
uniquely determines the order of operations, is assumed.

According to the REST rules, communication in the considered system is
stateless, which means that each request contains all the information necessary
to understand the request, independently of any requests that may have pre-
ceded it. The considered communication channels are reliable (the reliability is
ensured by retransmission of messages and appropriate filtering of duplicates),
but they do not guarantee FIFO property. Additionally, the crash-recovery model
of failures is assumed, i.e. system components may fail and recover after crash-
ing a finite number of times [1]. Failures may happen at arbitrary moments, and
we require any such failure to be eventually detected, for example by a Failure
Detection Service [7]. Furthermore, we assume that each service provider may
use different mechanisms to provide fault tolerance. By a recovery point we will
denote an abstraction describing a consistent state of the service, which can
be correctly recovered after a failure, but we do not make any assumptions on
how and when such recovery points are made (to make a recovery point logs,
checkpoints, replicas and other mechanisms may be used). Each service takes re-
covery points independently. Similarly, the client may also provide its own fault
tolerance techniques to save its state.

3 ReServE — The General Idea

In this section, the design choices and concepts behind ReServE service are
presented. The detailed description of ReServE has already been presented in
[3,4], and is included here in order to make a paper self-contained. Due to the
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fact that interactions between clients and services result in possible resource
state changes, they entail the client-service inter dependencies. Because in SOA
the autonomy of services is assumed, the failure of one process should not in-
fluence the processing of other processes, and should not force them to rollback
when they have not failed. Since service providers do not provide information on
the internal implementation of services, it is not known which events introduce
inter-process dependencies. Therefore, the recovery of a failed service should be
isolated to avoid the cascading rollbacks of other processes.

The architecture of ReServE is shown in Fig. 1. It has a modular construc-
tion, and includes Recovery Management Units (RMU), Client Intermediary
Modules (CIM) and Service Intermediary Modules (SIM). The main task of
RMUs is increasing the reliability of performed business processes. RMUs store
all requests and responses exchanged by business process participants in their
Stable Storage able to survive all failures. As a result, the RMU modules posses
a complete history of communication, which is used during rollback and recov-
ery of business processes. The remaining CIM and SIM units serve as proxies
for clients and servers. They make ReServE transparent to participants of the
communication, and allow to fully control the flow of messages in the system by
intercepting messages issued by clients and servers. Additionally, SIMs monitor
the services status and react in the case of its failure by initiating and managing
the service rollback-recovery procedure.
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Fig. 1. ReServE architecture

Each service is registered in one RMU (default or master RMU), but the
single RMU can be used by many services. In turn, the client can be registered
simultaneously in many RMUs, but always one of them stores information on
other RMU ’s used by the client. The request issued by a client to a service
is intercepted by client’s CIM , and forwarded to its master RMU (1). If the
required service is registered in RMU , the request is saved in RMU ’s Stable
Storage, and forwarded to the service through its SIM (2). Otherwise, client’s
master RMU obtains the URI of requested service RMU from its SIM (3),
and sends back this information to CIM (4), which reissues the request to a
proper RMU (5, 6). The service processes request and sends the response back
to RMU (7). The response is saved in the Stable Storage and forwarded to the
client through CIM (8). If the RMU module obtains the client’s request, to
which the response has already been saved, then saved response is sent to the
client, and there is no necessity to send the request once again to the service,
which provides exactly-once execution of a client’s request.
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4 Strict Recovery Consistency Model

In ReServE, the consistent recovery assumes the recovery of all events that
have occurred before the failure in the same order as during the original exe-
cution. In effect, the recovered service reaches the state from before the failure.
This approach lacks proper theoretical foundations — according to our best
knowledge, neither the notion of a consistent recovery state has been clearly
defined and formalized in the context of SOA, nor the requirements of the con-
sistency have been specified. Finding the consistent state of SOA computation
is important for analyzing, testing or verifying properties of these computations.
Thus, the lack of formally specified and recognized consistency requirements for
SOA-compliant processing gravely prohibits the construction of provably correct
rollback-recovery protocols. Therefore, this paper aims at giving the necessary
formal basis for any further in-depth research in this field.

In this section the strict recovery consistency model (AllRequests) that
corresponds to ReServE pessimistic approach is proposed. The failure occur-
rence in this case is fully masked, and the recovery is transparent from the view-
point of clients and services. In the formal definition of this model, the notation
presented below is used.

The set of all methods provided by a service is denoted by M. They ei-
ther modify (possibly also read) or only read the service state (they belong
to sets MM and MR respectively). When a client Ci invokes a service Sj by
sending the x-th request req that refers to a resource res an event denoted by
reqxCi

(Sj , op, res) is produced. The parameter op of this event denotes the type
of method (op ∈ M) to be executed by the service in the result of obtaining
the request. In turn, recv_repxCi

(Sj , res) represents the event produced when
a client Ci obtains from a service Sj the reply rep to its x-th request req; re-
sult of execution of req is return in res. The corresponding events at a service
Sj , are: recv_reqxSj

(Ci, op, res) and repxSj
(Ci, op, res). The former denotes the

event produced when Sj receives the appropriate request from Ci. The latter
represents the event produced when the service Sj has finished the execution
of the request , and sends a reply to Ci. For the sake of the simplicity, if some
element in the above notation is unimportant or obvious in the context, it can be
omitted. The local history of a service Sj is denoted by HSj = E0

jE
1
jE

2
j . . . E

n
j .

Events that occur at service Sj are ordered by relation
Sj

�, called service execu-
tion order. In turn, the relation of events that occurs during service recovery is

represented by
Sj

�, and is called service recovery execution order.
Each time when the failure of service Sj occurs, a crash event denoted by f∗

is produced. In turn, in a moment of recovery a restart event fˆ occurs. Thus,
service state at the moment of event fˆ occurrence is equivalent (in the result of
the performed rollback) to the state saved in the latest recovery point RPSj . We
denote the local history of a service Sj comprising events that occurred after the
service recovery point RPSj was taken, but before the crash event f∗ by H≺f∗

Sj
.

In turn, the local history of service Sj comprising events that occurred after
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the restart event is denoted by H�fˆ
Sj

. Consequently, repSj (Ci, op, res) ∈ H≺f∗
Sj

denotes the event of sending reply lost due to the failure by a service Sj to a client

Ci, and recv_reqSj (Ci, op, res) ∈ H�tˆ
Sj

indicates that the event of receiving

request by service Sj from client Ci was recovered after the restart event fˆ .
Informally, the recovered service state is said to be consistent according to

strict recovery consistency model, if after recovery from a failure, the service state
reflects the execution of all requests obtained from clients and other services,
and performed by this service before its failure. Moreover, the order of recovered
requests is the same as it was before the failure. Below, the formal definition of
AllRequests recovery consistency model is presented:

Definition 1. Let o1, o2 ∈ M be methods provided by a service Sj. The re-
covered service state is consistent according to strict recovery consistency
model (AllRequests), iff for all events recv_reqSj (Ci, o1), recv_reqSj (Ck, o2)
that represent requests obtained by service Sj, and repSj (Ci, o1), repSj (Ck, o2)
that are replies issued by Sj after performing methods o1 and o2, the following
condition holds:

repSj (Ci, o1) ∈ H≺f∗
Sj

⇒ recv_reqSj (Ci, o1) ∈ H�fˆ
Sj

∧
∀repSj (Ci, o1), repSj (Ck, o2) ∈ H≺f∗

Sj
:: repSj (Ci, o1)

Sj

� repSj (Ck, o2) ⇒
recv_reqSj (Ci, o1))

Sj

� recv_reqSj (Ck, o2)

The above definition says that if a method o1 was performed before the service
failure (i.e. the event of sending a reply after performingo1 belongs to history
H≺f∗

Sj
of events performed by Sj before the failure), then the method o1 is

recovered. This implies that the event of receiving request that invokes o1 is

applied again after the service restart, and belongs to history H�fˆ
Sj

of events
performed by service Sj after its rollback. Moreover, if replies to o1 and o2 were
issued before the failure in a specified service execution order, their execution
order is the same during the recovery. A formal specification allows unambiguous
determination of the set of requests that can not be missed during the recovery,
because they are necessary to meet the recovery consistency model.

5 Relaxed Recovery Consistency Models

Service providers supply clients with a set of methods that allow them to benefit
from the functionality offered by services. Depending on the characteristics of a
service and the nature of its methods, the execution of these methods differently
affects the service state. Some methods are past-operations-aware, i.e. they take
into account the history of service processing in order to modify the service state,
whereas the execution of other methods invalidates the previous service history,
or part of it. Therefore, although some methods modify the service state, they
are irrelevant to the overall service computation due to the method specificity.
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To illustrate this, let us consider a counter service that provides the following
methods: inc(x) that increases a value of the counter resource by x, dec(x) —
decreasing a value of the counter by x, and set(x), which sets the counter value for
x. Further, let us assume that the following sequence of methods was performed:
inc(5), dec(3), set(7), dec(1). After the failure occurrence only methods set(7),
and dec(1) have to be recovered, because the result of execution of methods
inc(5), and dec(3) was overridden by the execution of a method set(7).

Re-execution of irrelevantmethods can be omitted during the rollback-recovery,
without changing the meaning of processing and its result. Consequently, such
methods also need not to be logged. This implies that some services do not require
a strict recovery consistency model to recover processing perceived as consistent.
Below, we propose relaxed recovery consistency models that allow optimization
of the rollback-recovery. In order to alleviate requirements regarding the consis-
tent processing state, we assume that service provider delivers basic information
on the character of methods it executes during service processing.

Every Modification Recovery Consistency Model. Lessons learned from
the message-passing systems, in which read messages are neglected during the
process rollback-recovery, enabled us to divide methods into lookup and modi-
fying. Methods from the first group do not change the state of a service, so they
can be considered irrelevant from the service point of view, and as such they can
be omitted during the recovery of a service state. In turn, all modifying methods
performed before the failure have to be recovered in the case of a service failure.
Moreover, the order of their execution before the failure have to be maintained
after the recovery. A recovery consistency model that ensures this assumption is
called every modification recovery consistency model (EveryMod).

Definition 2. Let o1, o2 ∈ MM be modifying methods provided by a service Sj.
The recovered service state is consistent according to every modification re-
covery consistency model (EveryMod), iff for all events recv_reqSj (Ci, o1),
recv_reqSj (Ck, o2) that represent requests obtained by service Sj, and
repSj (Ci, o1), repSj (Ck, o2) that are replies issued by Sj after performing o1
and o2, the following condition holds:

repSj (Ci, o1) ∈ H≺f∗
Sj

⇒ recv_reqSj (Ci, o1) ∈ H�fˆ
Sj

∧
∀repSj (Ci, o1), repSj (Ck, o2) ∈ H≺f∗

Sj
:: repSj (Ci, o1)

Sj

� repSj (Ck, o2) ⇒
recv_reqSj (Ci, o1))

Sj

� recv_reqSj (Ck, o2)

EveryMod recovery consistency model loosens AllRequests model by taking into
account only operations that modify service state (o1, o2 ∈ MM ) instead of
all operations performed before the failure. EveryMod can be applied to all e-
commerce services. Let us consider an on-line store. Purchasing or returning
products bought in this store changes the amount of available products and the
store’s budget. After a service failure, all performed purchases and returns have
to be recovered. On the other hand, when a client just checks if the item is
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offered by on-line store or how much it costs, then the request corresponding to
above method can be omitted during recovering a service state.

Important Modification Recovery Consistency Model. Let us consider
that among modifying methods provided by a service, there is a set of methods
that are significant for providing a service functionality. The execution of such
methods does not take into account the history of other, previously performed
methods. Therefore, during the rollback-recovery only significant methods have
to be recovered.

A recovery consistency model that differentiates service modifying methods,
and distinguishes a set of methods significant for supplying service functionality
is called important modifications recovery consistent model (ImpMod).
The execution of significant methods does not take into account the history of
previously performed methods, which are not significant. Informally ImpMod
recovery consistency model implicates that all requests of significant methods
have to be recovered. The execution order of recovered requests corresponds
to their execution order before the failure occurrence. When significant methods
have not been executed before the failure, then all modifying requests have to be
recovered. Finally, requests modifying service state invoked after the execution
of the last request of a significant method also have to be recovered.

Definition 3. Let o ∈ MM be modifying methods provided by a service Sj,
and o′ ∈ MS be significant methods provided by Sj , where MS denotes the
set of significant methods MS ⊂ MM . Further let o1, o2 be methods of the
same type (o1, o2 ∈ MS or o1, o2 ∈ MM ). The recovered service state is
consistent according to ImpMod recovery consistency model, iff for all
events recv_reqSj (Ci, o), that represent requests obtained by service Sj, and
repSj (Ci, o) that are replies issued by Sj, the following condition holds:

(
∀repSj

(Ci, o′) :: repSj
(Ci, o′) ∈ H≺f∗

Sj

)
⇒ recv_reqSj

(o′) ∈ H�fˆ
Sj

∧
∀repSj

(Ci, o) ∈ H≺f∗
Sj

::[(
�repSj

(Ci, o
′) ∈ H≺f∗

Sj
:: repSj

(Ci, o)
Sj

� repSj
(Ci, o

′)
)

⇒ recv_reqCi
(o) ∈ H�fˆ

Sj

]
∧

(
∀recv_reqSj

(Ci, o1), recv_reqSj
(Ck , o2) ∈ H≺f∗

Sj
:: repSj

(Ci, o1)
Sj

� repSj
(Ck , o2)

)

⇒
(
recv_reqSj

(Ci, o1)
Sj

� recv_reqSj
(Ck , o2)

)

Above definition states that every significant method performed before the fail-
ure is recovered, because when the reply issued after the execution of signifi-
cant method o′ belongs to history H≺f∗

Sj
of events performed by Sj before the

failure, then the request of method o1 is re-invoked by Sj after its restart,

and belongs to H�fˆ
Sj

(first condition). Further, it is said that all modifying

methods o executed before the failure (for which repSj (Ci, o) ∈ H≺f∗
Sj

) that
were not followed by any significant method o′. In other words, if there exists
no significant method o′ invoked after the invocation of modifying methods o:
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(
�repSj (Ci, o

′) ∈ H≺f∗
Sj

:: repSj (Ci, o)
Sj

� repSj (Ci, o
′)
)

, then the invocation of

modifying methods is recovered and belongs to the history H�fˆ
Sj

(second condi-
tion). Finally, the execution order during recovery procedure corresponds to the
execution order before the failure.

To illustrate the application of ImpMod recovery consistency model let us
assume that a service provides clients a virtual shopping basket, and supplies
methods to operate on it (add and remove), as well as to finalize electronic
shopping (buy). When a client adds or removes products from the basket, the
amount of available products changes, what is reflected in the state of the on-line
store. After the failure occurrence, when the on-line store restarts its work, the
shopping basket of a client should comprise all products that have been added
to it before the failure (the history of methods performed by a client consists of
a sequence of add and remove). However, when the client finalizes its shopping
the shopping basket is emptied. After recovery the history of performed actions
contains only the information on finalizing shopping (there is just a buy method).

Latest Modification Recovery Consistency Model. Among modifying
methods there can be distinguished those that override the service state, with-
out taking into account the prior history of states. In such case, only the lat-
est executed method is essential for the proper recovery of the service state,
and as such it should be persistent. A recovery consistency model that ensures
this assumption is called latest modification recovery consistency model
(LatestMod).

Definition 4. Let o1, o2 ∈ ML be modifying methods that belong to the set ML

of methods that override a service state, where ML ⊂ MM . The recovered ser-
vice state is consistent according to LatestMod recovery consistency model,
iff for all events recv_reqSj (Ci, o1), recv_reqSj (Ci, o2) that represent requests
obtained by service Sj, and repSj (Ci, o1), repSj (Ci, o2), that are replies issued
by Sj, the following condition holds:

(
∀repSj (Ci, o1), repSj (Ci, o2) ∈ H≺f∗

Sj
:: repSj (Ci, o1)

Sj

� repSj (Ci, o2)

)
⇒(

recv_reqSj (Ci, o2) ∈ H�fˆ
Sj

)

The key difference between ImpMod and LatestMod recovery consistency mod-
els consists in recovering only the single, latest request performed by the service
before the failure in the case of the LatestMod mode. In contrast for the Lat-
estMod recovery consistency model, in ImpMod a set of requests is recovered.
Continuing the example of the on-line store, let us assume that a client of the
on-line store manages its client’s account profile. A client can change his/her
personal details. Every modification of the client account is binding, so only the
latest modification one is recovered.
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No Modifications Recovery Consistency Model. In case of some services,
the modifying methods can be unheralded from the viewpoint of such services.
This is a case, of all services that mediate in the execution of methods requested
by a client, and act as proxy services. Such services refer requests from clients
to appropriate services providing functionality required by clients. A recovery
consistency model that refers to intermediary services, that only mediate in
the processing between clients and other services, is called no modification
recovery consistency model (NoMod).

Definition 5. Let o1, o2 ∈ MM be modifying methods. The recovered service
state is consistent according to NoMod recovery consistency model, iff for
all events recv_reqSj (Ci, o1), recv_reqSj (Ci, o2) that represent requests obtained
by service Sj, and repSj (Ci, o1), repSj (Ci, o2), that are replies issued by Sj, the
following condition holds:

(
∀repSj (Ci, o1), repSj (Ck, o2) ∈ H≺f∗

Sj

)
⇒ H�tˆ

Sj
= Ø

6 Discussion on the Consistent Recovery Problem

In this section we discuss the realization of the proposed recovery consistency
models in the context of ReServE. In order to recover a service state that is
consistent according to a required recovery consistency model, a set of requests
that should be re-executed after the service failure has to be designated. Also,
the order in which the chosen requests are performed during the service recov-
ery has to be determined. Therefore ReServE service makes some necessary
assumptions, and introduces internal mechanisms, to solve this problem. We
discuss them briefly below.

In order to provide the correct recovery, the requests should be re-executed
in the appropriate order. For this purpose, each reply sent by the service has a
unique identifier, called ResponseId, which is assigned by a service. Relying on
the provided formal specifications of the models presented in section 5, we deter-
mine which messages have to be kept by the RMU and resent to a service, during
its recovery. Since AllRequests model is the most general recovery consistency
model, we only describe the way it differs from other models. Moreover, actions
performed by other modules (specifically SIM) are the same for all consistency
models and are described in [3,4].

AllRequests recovery consistency model requires all requests to be saved. Only
when a service informs about a new recovery point, RMU is allowed to remove
older messages. Having received a request to start recovery process beginning
with a certain message, denoted lowestReqId, RMU resends a set of messages
determined by the following predicate:

toRecover = {reqSj : (repreqSj
∈ SavedReplies∧

repreqSj
.ResponseId ≥ lowestReqId) ∨ (repreqSj

	∈ SavedReplies)}
The toRecover predicate chooses all messages directed to the given service, for

which a reply has been saved with identifier greater or equal to the one requested
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by the service. Also all requests without an answer kept by RMU are chosen to
be resent. EveryMod recovery consistency model differs from the strict one in
two aspects. Firstly, a receipt of reply allows RMU to forget the content of the
corresponding request. However, for the sake of a client recovery the reply must
be still kept by ReServE. The request, on the other hand, will never be used
again, so it’s content can be safely discarded. To preserve a possibility to recover
client states, the metadata of the requests has to be retained. After a failure, a
set of messages to be re-executed is described by:

toRecover = {reqSj : reqSj}.TheContent ��= ∅ ∧ ((repreqSj
∈

SavedReplies ∧ repreqSj
.ReplyId ≥ lowestReqId)∨ (repreqSj

�∈ SavedReplies))

RMU chooses requests directed to the given service in a similar fashion to
AllRequests algorithm, but now it omits the requests without any content, as
they were deemed irrelevant to the recovery process. ImpMod recovery consis-
tency model is a specific version of EveryMod model. Both models consider only
modifying requests, but ImpMod allows RMU to reduce the amount of repeated
messages even more. Upon receiving of a reply, RMU verifies if the corresponding
request was modifying. If not, it’s content is discarded, as in EveryMod model.
If the request was modifying, it’s importance, declared by the service, is verified.
Receipt of a reply to an important requests causes RMU to discard content of
previous unimportant requests directed to the same resource. A set of messages
to recover after a failure is calculated in the same way as in the EveryMod model.
Since the content of unimportant requests was removed, they won’t become a
part of the recovery process. For even simpler services, supporting LatestMod
recovery consistency model, there is no concept of important modifications. In-
stead, after receiving a reply to a modifying request, RMU clears the content of
a previous request directed to the same resource. A response to a non-modifying
request, as in previous models, triggers clearing of this request’s content. This
way there is at most one request saved for each resource.

7 Conclusions

Although some attempts to increase the fault-tolerance of SOA systems have
been undertaken, the proposed solutions, based on rollback-recovery mechanism,
require costly global recovery coordination, offering very strict consistency of the
recovered processing state. It is clear, based on the past experience, that many
SOA applications could benefit from less restrictive consistency models, allowing
the recovery of the processing state in a more efficient way. But, according to
best authors knowledge, neither the notion of a consistent recovery state has been
clearly defined and formalized in the context of SOA, nor the requirements of the
consistency have been specified. Therefore, this paper has dealt with a problem
of providing consistency models for rollback-recovery of SOA systems. In the
paper, the formal definitions of recovery consistency models were proposed, and
their features were discussed. A formal specifications allowed the unambiguous
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determination of the set of requests that can not be missed during the recov-
ery. The proposed recovery consistency models were applied in the context of
ReServE service. Our future work encompasses carrying out the appropriate
simulation experiments to quantitatively evaluate the overhead of the presented
relaxed rollback-recovery protocols.
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